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Abstract
Stroke is the second leading cause of death worldwide and the brain damage caused by it can affect communication
in several aspects. Voice analysis in dysarthria is challenging because of the complexity of the disorder and its effects on
the speech production system. In this study we are presenting a 56-years-old male who was visited to Medanta Hospital
with history of hypertension and chief complaint of Right upper limb weakness and slurred speech to the Emergency
and later Clinically and Radio logically Diagnosed as LT MCA Infarct. Later, on the day 3 the patient has undergone
Speech and Language Evaluation and Diagnosed with Spastic Dysarthria based on Frenched Dysarthria Assessment
scale and later a detail Voice Analysis was done with using PRAAT software and analysed voice features. Voice analysis
basically deals with decomposition of voice signal into voice parameters for processing the resulted features in desirable
application. The features that are extracted in this paper are: frequency, pitch, voice intensity, formant, speech rate and
pulse functions like Jitter (local), Jitter (local, absolute), Jitter (rap), Jitter (ppq5), Jitter (ddp), Shimmer (local), Shimmer
(local, dB), Shimmer (apq3), Shimmer (apq5), Shimmer (apq11), Shimmer (dda) and Harmonic coefficients. Over all, we
conclude with the voice parameters in spastic dysarthria which reveals interesting data on the voice quality with features
which helps the clinician for better management. However, large sample study is required.
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Introduction
Dysarthrophonia is a combination of voice and speech disorder
and it is a typical symptom of Parkinson’s disease (PD) and occurs in
most patients during the illness [1]. The progressive loss of the ability
to communicate is an important source of disability in patients with
PD. The typical pattern of hypokinetic dysarthria is characterized
by a breathy or hoarse voice, reduced loudness and restricted pitch
variability (monopitch and monoloudness), imprecise articulation and
abnormalities of speech rate, and pause ratio. These multidimensional
abnormalities of voice and speech have traditionally been attributed to
the dopaminergic deficit manifesting in hypokinesia and rigidity of the
laryngeal muscles (Figure 1).
The vocal analysis in individuals with the neurological disease can
contribute toward reaching an early diagnosis and plays an important
role in the follow-up as the disease progresses. In recent years, acoustic
analysis of the voice in individuals with different neurological diseases is
being carried out [2]. Acoustic analysis always complements perceptual
evaluation and gives acoustic correlates for perceptual judgments
in aspects of monopitch, pitch breaks, loudness, voice quality and
dysarthria type.

Dysarthria
Dysarthria is a motor speech disorder. It results from impaired
movement of the muscles used for speech production, including the
lips, tongue, vocal folds, and/or diaphragm. The type and severity of
dysarthria depend on which area of the nervous system is affected [3].
Causes: Stroke, Brain injury, Tumors, Parkinson's disease,
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), Huntington's disease, Multiple
sclerosis.

alterations in patients. The voice analysis is done by using PRAAT
Software [4]. The vocal analysis in individuals with the neurological
disease can contribute toward reaching an early diagnosis and plays an
important role in the follow-up as the disease progresses [5]. Acoustic
analysis always complements perceptual evaluation and gives acoustic
correlates for perceptual judgments in aspects of monopitch, pitch
breaks, loudness, voice quality, and dysarthria type. frequency, pitch,
voice intensity, formant, speech rate and pulse functions like Jitter
(local), Jitter (local, absolute), Jitter (rap), Jitter (ppq5), Jitter (ddp),
Shimmer (local), Shimmer (local, dB), Shimmer (apq3), Shimmer
(apq5), Shimmer (apq11), Shimmer (dda) and Harmonic coefficients
(Figure 2).

Figure 1: Acoustic analysis of the voice in individuals with different neurological
diseases.
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Voice and its parameters
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Voice is the essential medium of man’s communication in social
as well as professional interactions. The human voice also reflects
the state of health in many medical conditions which leads voice
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Acoustic voice analysis

• Reduced right palatal movement.

It is done by speech/voice therapist and they evaluate voice
quality by performing an acoustic voice analysis. It is also known as
objective measurements. Recording of speech/voice are taken and
acoustic parameters (pitch, loudness and range) are measured using
sophisticated voice software. Like PRRAT which helps in analysing
the voice parameters like, jitter, shimmer, pitch, loudness, brakes, etc.
[6]. Normative data has been established for these acoustic measures
and they are useful in defining the voice problem and in guiding voice
therapy (Figure 3).

• Irregular breathing co-ordination,
• short breath.
• MPD- 4-5 secs.
• DDK-Reduced.
Later on, voice analysis was done by using PRAAT software to
analyse the voice parameters. Voice parameters were elicited by using 4
different levels of speech/voice such as:

Aim

1. Phoneme level.

The aim of the study was to Analyse the speech and voice parameters
by using PRAAT software in patient with spastic dysarthria in relation
with before and after speech and voice therapy.

2. Word level (Standardised PB-Words).

Case Study
A 56-years-old male reported to Medanta–The Medicity Hospital
with stroke through Emergency ward with history of hypertension and
diabetes mellitus [7]. Patient chief complaint was hypertension, right
side weakness, facial deviation towards right side and mild weakness of
left upper limb. Later immediate Medical Investigations was done, and
the results as follows (Table 1):
Later, patient undergone immediate MRI and Radiological
findings reveals Lt MCA Infarct and patient underwent with proper
neurological management and Later on the day 3 of admission patient
received detailed Speech and language Evaluation based on Frenched
Dysarthria Screening, at bed side and diagnosed as “Spastic Dysarthria”
with significant clinical and visual features like:
• Strain–Strangled voice quality, Hyper-nasality, Monotonous and
Mono-loudness with pitch breaks present.
• Cough-moderate effort.
• Right side weakness, drooling and facial deviation, poor lingual,
labial, and jaw co-ordination was noted.

3. Picture description and
4. General conversation.

Results
Voice analysis before speech and voice therapy
Phoneme level: A list of Phonemes was presented and asked the
patient to repeat and voice/speech were recorded, and voice analysis
was done by selecting an area to check the voice parameters at the level
of phoneme (Table 2).
Word level: A list of Standard Words list (PB-Words) were
presented and asked the patient to repeat and voice/speech were
recorded, and voice analysis was done by selecting an area to check the
voice parameters at word level (Table 3).
Picture description: A Standardised picture (Garden) were
presented and asked the patient to describe the picture and voice/
speech were recorded and voice analysis was done by selecting an area
to check the voice parameters at the level of simple sentences (Table 4).
General conversation: At this Level patient asked to describe
about his life style and asked to describe about their family, favourite
food, games and place, voice recording was done to analyse the voice
parameters at the level of spontaneous speech (Table 5) [8-10].

Figure 2: Acoustic analysis and perceptual evaluation of acoustic correlates in aspects of monopitch, pitch breaks, loudness, voice quality, and dysarthria type.
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Figure 3: Analysis of the speech and voice parameters by using PRAAT software in patients with spastic dysarthria in relation with before and after speech and
voice therapy.

Risk factors

Physical systemic Examination

Neurological

Diabetic: yes

BP: 200/110 mm Hg

GCS: E4V5M6

Hypertension: Yes

Pulse: 80/min

CNS: Conscious, oriented EOM Full

Alcoholic: No

RR: 20/min

speech slurred

Smoker: No

Chest: B/L-Clear

No nystagmus

CVS: S1, S2 Normal

Left facial palsy present-UMN type

Abdomen: Soft, Non-tender

No bell’s phenomenon

Temp: Afebrile

Power right upper and lower limb 5/5

P/A: Soft non-tender

Left upper limb 5/5 and lower limb 4/5.

Table 1: Medical investigations of the patient admitted with stroke reported to Medanta –The Medicity Hospital.
Pitch: med- 128.091 Hz

Jitter rap-1.108 %

Mean-135.782 Hz

Jitter (ppq5)-1.073%

Min-117.279 Hz

Jitter (ddp)-3.325%

Max- 168.229 Hz

Shimmer: Local-14.8835%

Standard deviation- 16.079 Hz.

Shimmer (local, db)-1.559 dB

Pulses: No. of pulses-49

Shimmer (apq3)-5.712 %

No. of periods-48

Shimmer (apq5)-8.325%

Mean period-7.393613E-3 Sec

Shimmer (apq11)-15.067%

Standard deviation of period-0.853359E-3 Sec.

Shimmer (dda)-17.136%.

Voicing: Friction of locally unvoiced frames-34.909%

Harmonicity of the voiced parts only:

No. of voice breaks: 2

Mean auto correlation- 0.856674

Degree of voice breaks: 28.300%

Mean Noise to Harmonics ratio- 0.184752

Jitter: Local- 2.224%

Mean Harmonics – to- Noise ratio- 8.709 dB.

Jitter local, absolute-64.445E-6 Sec
P/A: Soft non-tender

Left upper limb 5/5 and lower limb 4/5.

Table 2: Voice analysis done by selecting a particular area in order to check the voice parameters at the level of phoneme.

Speech and voice therapy

yyPush-pull Techniques

Later, immediate speech and voice therapy was recommended and
started. Patient received Intensive speech and voice Therapy for 45
minutes for 6 consecutive days in a week [11-13]. Patient was trained
with speech and voice techniques as follows (Table 6):

yyTapping Exercise.

yyOro-Motor Exercises was recommended for 3-4 times a day each
for 10 repetitions.
yyInhalation –Phonation
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yyPatient was recommended to follow the strategies throughout the
day.
After 6 consecutive days of speech and voice therapy the patient
underwent with voice analyses to analyse the voice parameters and to
correlate the voice parameters before and after the speech and voice
therapy. One level has been considered for voice analysis such as general
conversation was done and again patient asked to describe about his life
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Pitch: med-125.758 Hz

Jitter (ppq5): 1.181%

Mean: 124.742 Hz

Jitter (ddp): 2.812%.

Min: 111.708 Hz

Shimmer: Local-10.935%

Max: 150.122 Hz

Shimmer (local, db): 1.020 dB

Standard deviation: 6.274 Hz.

Shimmer (apq3): 3.884%

Pulses: No. of pulses: 124

Shimmer (apq5): 6.550%

No. of periods: 120

Shimmer (apq11): 14.277%

Mean period: 8.026973E-6 Sec

Shimmer (dda): 11.652%.

Standard deviation of period: 0.474873E-3 Sec.

Harmonicity of the voiced parts only: Mean auto correlation: 0.857308

Voicing: Friction of locally unvoiced frames: 49.302%

Mean Noise to Harmonics ratio: 0.222553

No. of voice breaks: 2

Mean Harmonics to Noise ratio: 10.299 dB

Degree of voice breaks: 16.840%
Jitter: Local: 1.882%
Jitter local, absolute: 151.061E-6 Sec
Jitter rap: 0.937%.
Table 3: Voice analysis done by selecting a particular area in order to check the voice parameters at the level of word level.
Pitch: med-107.881 Hz

Jitter (ppq5)-1.475%

Mean-107.661 Hz

Jitter (ddp)-3.655%

Min-83.113 Hz

Shimmer: Local-12.636%

Max-135.584 Hz

Shimmer (local, db)-1.121 dB

Standard deviation-9.428 Hz.

Shimmer (apq3)-5.783%

Pulses: No. of pulses-84

Shimmer (apq5)-7.172%

No. of periods-80

Shimmer (apq11)-10.758%

Mean period-9.304221E-3 Sec

Shimmer (dda)-17.348%.

Standard deviation of period-0.798598E-3 Sec

Harmonicity of the voiced parts only:

Voicing: Friction of locally unvoiced frames-9.57%.

Mean auto correlation-0.812149

No. of voice breaks-3

Mean Noise to Harmonics ratio- 0.265690

Degree of voice breaks-20.160%.

Mean Harmonics – to- Noise ratio- 7.339 dB.

Jitter: Local- 2.707%
Jitter local, absolute-251.873E-6 Sec
Jitter rap-1.218%.
Table 4: Voice analysis done by selecting a particular area in order to check the voice parameters at the level of simple sentences.
Pitch: med-115.993 Hz

Jitter (ppq5)-2.350%

Mean-125.169 Hz

Jitter (ddp)-5.447%

Min-90.527 Hz

Shimmer: Local-15.198%

Max- 242.836 Hz

Shimmer (local, db)-1.286 dB

Standard deviation-29.400 Hz.

Shimmer (apq3)-6.203%

Pulses: No. of pulses-92

Shimmer (apq5)-10.455%

No. of periods-88

Shimmer (apq11)-15.865%

Mean period-7.947115E-3 Sec

Shimmer (dda)-18.608%.

Standard deviation of period-1.551209E-3 Sec.

Harmonicity of the voiced parts only: Mean auto correlation-0.799342

Voicing: Friction of locally unvoiced frames-64.634%

Mean Noise to Harmonics ratio- 0.309789

No. of voice breaks-2

Mean Harmonics – to- Noise ratio- 7.239 dB

Degree of voice breaks-22.118%.
Jitter: Local- 3.578%
Jitter local, absolute-284.374E-6 Sec
Jitter rap-1.816%
Table 5: Voice analysis done by selecting a particular area in order to check the voice parameters at the level of spontaneous speech.

style and asked to describe about their family, favourite food, games
and place, voice recording was done to analyse the voice parameters at
the level of spontaneous speech [14,15]. Later, voice parameters were
compared before and after speech and voice therapy and listed as below
in Table 7.

Discussion
The perceptual analysis is the primary tool used by SLP to gather
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information about speech production characteristics of persons with
various speech disorders. Acoustical analysis of the voice signal is one
of the most useful methods to assess phonatory function or laryngeal
pathology. There are very less articles published on Dysarthrophonia
and among which one article only explains about the parameters of
voice along with speech characteristics in stroke patient and that article
was took as the base for this study and Cater G J in 1963 stated that
it is a noninvasive method and provides objective and quantitative
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Pitch: med-111.846 Hz

Jitter (ppq5)-1.532%

Mean-12.006 Hz

Jitter (ddp)-4.215%

Min-88.649 Hz

Shimmer: Local-14.917%

Max-264.610 Hz

Shimmer (local, db)-1.533 dB

Standard deviation-34.527 Hz.

Shimmer (apq3)-5.956%

Pulses: No. of pulses-95

Shimmer (apq5)-9.535%

No. of periods-92

Shimmer (apq11)-15.977%

Mean period-8.349073E-3 Sec

Shimmer (dda)-17.867%.

Standard deviation of period-1.928755E-3 Secs.

Harmonicity of the voiced parts only: Mean auto correlation-0.730283

Voicing: Friction of locally unvoiced frames-16.667%.

Mean Noise to Harmonics ratio- 0.434479

No. of voice breaks-2

Mean Harmonics – to- Noise ratio- 5.197 dB

Degree of voice breaks-21.565%.
Jitter: Local- 3.163%
Jitter local, absolute-264.074E-6 Sec
Jitter rap-1.405%
Table 6: Voice analysis done by selecting a particular area in order to check the voice parameters at the level of intensive speech and voice therapy.
Voice parameters

Before Speech Therapy

After Speech Therapy

Pitch
Med

115.993 Hz

111.846 Hz

Mean

125.169 Hz

12.006 Hz

Min

90.527 Hz

88.649 Hz

Max

242.836 Hz

264.610 Hz

29.400 Hz.

34.527 Hz.
95

Standard deviation
Pulses
No. of pulses

92

No. of periods

88

92

Mean period

7.947115E-3 Sec

8.349073E-3 Sec

1.551209E-3 Sec

1.928755E-3 Sec

Standard deviation of period

Voicing
Friction of locally unvoiced frames

64.634%

No. of voice breaks

2

16.667%
2

Degree of voice breaks

22.12%

21.565%

Jitter
Local-

3.58%

3.16%

Jitter local, absolute

284.374E-6 Sec

264.074E-6 Sec

Jitter rap

1.82%

1.41%

Jitter (ppq5)

2.35%

1.53%

Jitter (ddp)

5.45%

4.22%

Shimmer
Local-

15.20%

14.92%

Shimmer (local, db)

1.286 dB

1.533 dB

Shimmer (apq3)

6.20%

5.96%

Shimmer (apq5)

10.46%

9.54%

Shimmer (apq11)

15.87%

15.98%

18.608%

17.867%

Shimmer (dda)

Harmonicity of the voiced parts only
Mean auto correlation

0.799342

0.730283

Mean Noise to Harmonics ratio

0.309789

0.434479

Mean Harmonics to Noise ratio

7.239 dB

5.197 dB

Table 7: Voice parameters compared before and after speech and voice therapy.

data. Acoustic parameters such as fundamental frequency (F0),
vocal intensity, perturbation of the frequency (jitter), perturbation
of amplitude (shimmer), harmonic-to-noise ratio, and maximum
phonation frequency range helps to identify the physiological changes
of the laryngeal system. Dysarthria results in abnormal values for
several parameters in PRAAT, including absolute jitter (Jita), percentage
jitter (Jitt), relative average perturbation, pitch perturbation quotient
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(PPQ), smoothed PPQ, fundamental frequency variation, shimmer
in dB, shimmer percent, amplitude perturbation quotient, smoothed
amplitude perturbation quotient, peak amplitude variation. By
considering his statement and results into consideration I also analyzed
the speech characteristics and voice parameters in stroke patient before
and after speech and voice therapy and there by in this study minor
differences were noted in voice parameters like pitch, jitter, shimmer,
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harmonic to noise ratio after 6 intensive speech and voice therapy
sessions.

Conclusion
As this is a single case study with a less duration period a detail
investigations couldn’t be done. Further, researcher can focus on this
aspects. However large population study is required. Over all, we
conclude with the voice parameters in spastic dysarthria which reveals
interesting data on the voice quality with features which helps the
clinician for better management. Based on the information obtained on
the perceptual-acoustic analysis of the client's voice, we conclude that
voice analysis is a useful tool in the identification of voice problems in
dysarthria and can help the voice specialist focus on appropriate aspects
in the intervention of these individuals.
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